Local Negro League history examined at DU

Raymond Arke
news editor

Just blocks away from Duquesne was the home of some of the greatest baseball players ever. However, many of their names and contributions have been forgotten. On Feb. 8, the Pittsburgh Pirates hoped to remedy that neglect by giving a presentation on Negro League baseball in Pittsburgh to a full room of Duquesne students.

Jeff Mallory, director of the Office of Diversity and Inclusion, opened the presentation Long Live Their Legacy, calling it “truly unique and special.”

Mallory also pointed out that Duquesne is connected to the Negro Leagues through Cumberland Posey. Posey played baseball at Duquesne and then later played Negro League baseball and owned the Homestead Grays. Posey’s granddaughter is also a Duquesne graduate, Mallory said.

Mallory introduced Joel Gray, community outreach coordinator for the Pittsburgh Pirates. He went on to explain that Gray is a “near and dear friend ... [We are] nothing short of thankful for his presence.”

Gray opened the talk by leading the well-attended room in a chant of “Let’s Go Bucs.” He explained that it is necessary for the Pirates to raise awareness of these past players.

“It should be our duty as a pro baseball team to tell their story,” Gray said.

He told the stories of African Americans and baseball going back to the mid-1800s. During those early years, both races played baseball together. One of these early African-American pioneers was John “Bud” Fowler. Fowler was the first black professional baseball player who also worked as a liaison between white owners and other black players.

However, the racial togetherness of the early years of baseball did not last long. Gray said that as early as 1871, an all-black team called the
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Coming eight days before polls open on Feb. 21, candidates running for election to the Student Government Association (SGA) Executive Board met in the Pappert Lecture Hall to debate some of campus’ most important issues.

Candidates competing for the position of SGA President include Eric Chatterjee (People’s Party), junior legal studies and philosophy double major, up against junior accounting major Ben Long (United Party). Both candidates are members of the Delta Chi Fraternity.

Up for reelection for vice president of student life is Ciara Bartic (People’s Party), a junior legal studies and economics double major, who serves with several other campus organizations such as Habitat for Humanity and the College Republicans. Her opponent is Melissa Likar (United Party), a transfer student and accounting major.

For the position of vice president
Grandpa PB hates Valentine’s Day, but it looks like that didn’t stop some of you from being sweethearts when it came to following the rules. Let’s hope this good behavior stays around for a little while. To the ones still making trouble, you’re as bad as those candy hearts.

On Feb. 6, a Duquesne student reported damage to his car when it was parked in the Locust Garage. Someone must have given it more than a love tap.

On Feb. 7, a student said that she was being harassed over Facebook Messenger. The case is active.

On Feb. 10, a St. Ann resident was found with paraphernalia. The student will be referred to the Office of Student Conduct.

Finally, on Feb. 11, a Towers resident was referred to the Office of Student Conduct. No word on whether the ladder was a “stairway to heaven.”

Also on Feb. 11, an intoxicated Duquesne student was taken to UPMC Mercy Hospital. They will be referred to the Office of Student Conduct.

For now, students have to endure the extra time it takes to go retrieve their packages, but the Towers’ SMC will be returning soon.

The Duquesne University Delta Upsilon chapter of Chi Sigma Iota, the international honor society for counseling students, professors and professionals, won the 2018 Outstanding CSI Chapter Award.

Duquesne’s chapter was named best over roughly 400 clubs throughout the world. Chi Sigma Iota hands out the annual award based off of a number of criteria including members inducted, funds raised and student involvement.

The Duquesne chapter will receive the award in April at the 2018 ACA conference in Atlanta, Georgia.
Pirates offer students a chance to learn about history

PIRATES— from page 1

Phil Pythons were not allowed to compete in the first professional baseball league, the National Association of Baseball Players. Part of the growing support of segregation in baseball was all-black teams featuring all-black teams. It was like having a “team of Lebron [James] versus a team of Big Bens,” Gray said. More white players began to refuse to play. Once Major League Baseball was formed, a “gentlemen’s agreement” was reached among the owners to not sign African Americans.

As such, Gray explained, an entire race was left out of the sport. To remedy this problem, a Southern-born African American, Andrew “Rube” Foster, had an idea. “He had a vision. He knew what it took to get black players back to baseball,” Gray said. On Feb. 20, 1920, Foster brought eight all-black teams together and formed the Negro National League. Several other all-black leagues developed to rival it. The League would run until 1931 when the struggles of the Great Depression brought it to its end. In 1933, the same six all-black and two leagues, a National and an American, would run until 1960. Gray discussed Pittsburgh’s two incredibly successful Negro League franchises, the Homestead Grays and the Pittsburgh Crawfords. The Grays had existed since 1910, before the Negro Leagues even existed. They played a home with the Pirates in Forbes Field. The Pittsburgh Crawfords races were based in the Hill District, Gray said. “They played right up the street” in one of the first stadiums built for just a Negro League team, he said. The Grays and the Crawfords had some of the best talent in baseball history and put on an entertaining product, Gray explained. “These guys filled stadiums,” Gray said. “They had some of the best baseball players ever.” The African-American teams played with a fast and flashy style. “They were innovators of the game,” Gray said. Two of the greatest of these black players, Josh Gibson and Satchel Paige, played for both the Grays or Crawfords at various points in the 1930s and ’40s. “Josh Gibson was the best batter ever,” Gray said, highlighting his over 800 career home runs and Gibson’s 587-foot home run he launched out of Yankee Stadium. Comprehensive statistics are hard to come by because record-keeping was spotty at best for Negro League players. Gray described Satchel Paige, a pitcher, as “a legend.” Paige eventually made it to the MLB as a 42-year-old in 1948 and played until he was 58, making the All-Star team twice. After discussing other notable Negro League stars like Cool Papa Bell and Smokey Joe Williams, Gray discussed the first African American to play on the Pirates, Curt Roberts. Roberts was signed by then-Pirates general manager Branch Rickey, who had desegregated the MLB by signing Jackie Robinson to the Brooklyn Dodgers several years earlier, Gray said. The Pirates also have another unique first. On Sept. 19, 1971, they fielded the first ever all-minority lineup in baseball history. Gray said that the contributions African Americans and other minorities had to baseball are immeasurable. “These guys made baseball. They really rocked the game,” he said. Gray was happy to see so many Duquesne students at the presentation. “I hope they walk away with a new perspective on baseball,” he said. Also in attendance was Jona Dechellis, the community relations coordinator for the Pirates and a Duquesne graduate. She came along with Gray to visit her alma mater. Dechellis’ job with the Pirates is to oversee their donations to nonprofits, and she works with the players to sign autographs.

Candidates propose releasing budget publicly, Loop Bus changes
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of finance, junior supply chain management major James Joyce is up against junior international business major, member of the College Republicans and Delta Chi brother Jesse Anzelone. Themes of the night included the quality and longevity of Parkhurst’s dining services, with candidates on both sides advocating for reform. Bartic established her platform early on, calling for a wider range of meal swipes options in Market, as well as the implementation of suggestion boxes to gauge public opinion and involve the student community in the decision-making process.

This sentiment was echoed by the United Party as well. “I also want to work on Parkhurst,” Long said. “Their contract is up in a year, and we have a lot to work on.”

In general, all candidates hoped that the SGA would become more well-known on campus. Likar called for “pop-up events” and an increased use of social media. Likar expressed the importance of the student body “knowing where SGA is and who represents you.”

Likar also discussed plans she has for a large springtime event similar to Night of Lights celebration in the winter, aimed at promoting campus unity.
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“Do one thing every day that scares you.”

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT

Macy’s to introduce clothing line for Muslim women

Macy’s is the first major U.S. clothing retail store to sell hijab and modest clothing for Muslim women. The store has partnered with Verona Collection, an Islamic boutique that specializes in clothing that is both conservative as well as fashionable. The collection is founded by Lisa Vogl, who is a graduate of Macy's Workshop program which concentrates on helping women create their own businesses. The line launches today on Macy’s website.

As one of the largest retail stores in the U.S., this is a huge step for inclusivity for all women.

“Verona Collection is more than a clothing brand. It’s a platform for a community of women to express their personal identity and embrace fashion that makes them feel confident on the inside and outside.” Vogl said in a press release.

Not only is introducing this clothing line a great way to implement inclusivity towards Muslim women, but it also helps to promote the perception of the Muslim population as being normalized, and stereotypes will be broken. Fashion is a great way to begin reshaping society's attitude towards Muslims and get rid of dangerous misconceptions.

Unfortunately, the Muslim population in the U.S. has been treated with severe prejudice. Today, religious minorities are experiencing some of the highest records of discrimination, according to CAIR's data on anti-Islamic and anti-Semitic violence in 2017. The Southern Poverty Law Center reported a 197 percent increase in organized Anti-Muslim hate groups in 2016. Currently, the state of inclusivity towards Muslims is being negatively influenced by President Donald Trump. In January, President Trump attempted to stop all refugee admissions and ban people from seven Muslim-majority countries. The ban, and Trump’s attitudes towards Muslims, are entirely un-American. Our country is built on diversity and success.

By proper representation the perception of the Muslim population can be normalized, and stereotypes will be broken. Fashion is a great way to begin reshaping society's attitude towards Muslims and get rid of dangerous misconceptions.

The introduction of the Verona Collection is empowering the 21st century Muslim woman to be confident and powerful, while keeping them fashionably devoted to their practice.

I'm personally very excited to see an outlet that will normalize the hijab and serve a community of women.

While some outsider of the region see the hijab as something that oppresses, it's actually the opposite for most women who follow Islam. Muslim women have noted that the hijab as being “empowering” or a “reminder for their identity as a Muslim.” It’s here to inspire others of respect and dignity.

I hope that other retailers and stores will follow in the footsteps of Macy’s to ultimately make the U.S. a more inclusive place for all.

At last, Macy’s is taking the lead in creating an environment that represents diversity and celebrates an underrepresented group of minority women.

Shivani Gosai is a senior journalism major and can be reached at gosai@duq.edu.
**OPINIONS**

**Bitcoin classes being offered at multiple universities**

RACHEL PIERCE  
staff columnist

Duquesne University has an opportunity to jump on a growing trend, one predicted to take over the world: bitcoin. Universities like Princeton, Carnegie Mellon, Cornell and Duke have already begun to offer courses on bitcoin, and the classes are maxing out fast. What is the appeal of bitcoin that seems to captivate students nationwide?

Bitcoin, which is a type of cryptocurrency, is similar to a stock. Its value is dependent on what investors are willing to pay. Bitcoin is sold and bought online. As with any new trend, there are critics. Bitcoin is extremely volatile. MarketWatch reports bitcoin’s value sat around $800 last year. This past December, bitcoin was valued at $19,000. Though $800 to $19,000 seems like a large range, forecasts of future values range from zero to $300,000. Daily, bitcoin fluctuates about five percent, while gold and silver fluctuate only 1-2 percent. It is likely that bitcoin would be accepted more if it were less volatile.

In terms of logistics, bitcoin poses more questions. The New York Times explains that cryptocurrency already challenges traditional law by blurring the lines of what constitutes as a security or a commodity. Currently bitcoin classifies as a commodity under the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission. So why are people so interested in bitcoin? Why are universities across the country adding courses on bitcoin? Cryptocurrency is arguably safer because investors are not stripped of their personal information like they are with banks. Deutsche Bank predicts that bitcoin “will probably fill a niche, at least in the short term. Traditional banking and bitcoin can coexist.” So if you’re not invested in bitcoin or plan to be, you won’t fall behind. But it is a good idea to invest.

Those who have invested years are selling bitcoin’s value as mounting. Now that investors have profited from cryptocurrency, more people are jumping on the bandwagon. The earlier people invest, the more profit they collect. This perhaps explains the sudden push to create courses surrounding bitcoin at universities across the U.S.

Duke business school professor Campbell Harvey notices “the student in my class are from every possible discipline” as reported by The New York Times. Bitcoin pertains to business, as well as engineering and law. Harvey said, “they want to be the disrupters, not the disruptees.” He also agrees that bitcoin is still early enough to be ahead of the game and be among the few who profit from bitcoin. As bitcoin becomes more and more popular, the more investors will gain.

As for Duquesne, it seems likely that courses would fill up with students. Duquesne (major) student, Tommy Diff, invested in bitcoin back in 2013 when one coin was about 250 dollars. “I think now is the perfect time for students to invest in bitcoin because the number of companies that are beginning to adopt bitcoin as a form of payment.” Diff also recognizes that since the processing lag is fixed, bitcoin will be more readily accepted. According to Morgan Stanley, it takes bitcoin 10 minutes to process a single transaction. Visa and MasterCard process over 5,000 transactions per second. However, Duquesne Sports Marketing student Ryan French disagrees. “From investing, personally, I don’t think bitcoin is the move at the moment. I invest ed $50 and I am currently down 20%.” But both students seem to agree that Duquesne should offer courses on bitcoin. “I would love to learn more about my investment and how it works,” says French. “I’m sure a lot of other students would too.”

As a university, Duquesne should consider offering classes that align with our world and student’s interests. As students, we should hope that Duquesne remains in touch with new technology and information. Duquesne could attract more upcoming students if classes are more current and timely than those at competing schools.

Personally, due to the newness of bitcoin, I would not invest too much money or time into it. As an app learning experience, especially those studying law, business or engineering! I think that bitcoin is a great outlet for those who are interested in a new technology and people will always trust traditional banks. If cryptocurrency fails, students would too. It’s impossible to invest more. I do believe that in the early stages of bitcoin, it seems that people will always trust traditional banks. If cryptocurrency fails, students should be that much more informed. If it thrives, students should be that much more informed.

**President Trump undeserving of a military parade**

Above was taken at the Memorial Day parade in Lawrenceville, one of the oldest parades in the nation.

HALLIE LAUER  
layout editor

There are about 40,000 homeless veterans in the U.S.; 44 million people without health insurance, and our president wants to spend taxpayer dollars on a military parade.

Donald Trump, in a recent meeting with Pentagon officials, said that, “I want a military parade like the one in France.” The parade he is referring to here would be the Bastille Day parade. Unlike the U.S., France has an actual reason for this event: It is a celebration of the end of the monarchy in order to gain their freedom.

The U.S., on the other hand, has no current reason to host a military parade except that President Trump has expressed his desire, and because of that, he expects it to happen.

The fact that Trump, despite being a guest of France’s president Emmanuel Macron, was only focused on the grandeur of the parade, rather than its history.

In the past, we have had military parades, to celebrate events like winning World War II, or the end of the Gulf War — not just because our president wants to throw a parade willy nilly. And really, what is your purpose here, Mr. Trump? Is this an attempt for you to show off our military power? Or is this your way of honoring our military? The president did express his desire for the parade to coincide with a military holiday, but has still not fully stated his intentions in planning this parade.

The Washington Post has predicted the cost of this parade to be somewhere in the millions, so where is all that money coming from? And better yet, if we have all that money, why don’t we put it to better use?

House Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders, released an official statement confirming that these plans were already underway.

“He has asked the Department of Defense to explore a celebration at which all Americans can show their appreciation,” she said.

Honestly, there are plenty of better ways to show your appreciation to those who have served or are on active duty. You could donate time or money to the Wounded Warrior Project. You could help put flags on the graves of veterans for Memorial Day. There is no need to spend millions of dollars to mimic a parade that France has in order to show our appreciation.

My final question is, with the way modern technology is going, shouldn’t our president have better things to occupy his time? I have so many unanswered questions here, and they could all disappear if this parade doesn’t happen. Overall, there really is no need. It is an unnecessary waste of time and money.

The president, in attempt to distance the parade from the president’s controversies, are pushing for the parade to be on Veterans Day, Nov. 11, 2018, would also be the 100th anniversary of the victory of World War I.

That seems like a valid reason to have a parade - a centennial celebration in remembrance for those who fought and were killed during World War I. After all, is the reason the president wants to have a military parade?

In his inaugural speech, President Trump talked about getting “our people off welfare and back to work.” With the money he wants to spend on this parade, he could do a great deal for people on welfare.

There is nothing wrong with honoring the military. These great people put their lives at risk every single day, yet this parade isn’t about them. From what it looks like, this is a way for Donald Trump to show off the military power of the U.S.

Because really, what has Trump done to deserve this parade? He mentioned in his State of the Union address that he was looking for Congress to fully fund the military, does that mean meaningless parades too?

To clarify, I am all for supporting the military, but in ways better than a parade that is going to cost millions of dollars. Mr. President, as a businessman, you have to see that the opportunity cost here isn’t worth it. Not when you have so many other better causes that you could put that money towards. So here I ask you, set aside your ego and your desire to show off the toy you acquired when you became president. You can admire what the French do from afar, but there is absolutely no need to try and recreate it in the U.S. at the cost of taxpayers dollars.
Duquesne University intern involved in farming initiative

The Hilltop Alliance is aiming to right the wrongs of the past with their Hilltop Urban Farm Project. Since the turn of the 20th century, economic growth and urbanization have exploded. A paper entitled "Urbanization and its implications for food and farming" has addressed the impact that rapid economic growth has had over the past century and what it means for many urban dwellers today.

"Urbanization has been underpinned by the rapid growth in the world economy," according to the paper. "Globally, agriculture has met the demands from this rapidly growing urban population, including food ... but hundreds of millions of urban dwellers suffer under-nutrition."

What this has led to is a disproportionate number of producers to consumers in the food market. Since urbanization shows no signs of slowing down, Urban Farming is thought to be a viable solution to that problem.

In 2016, the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) in recognition of this nutrition shortage in some city communities, released the Urban Agriculture Toolkit. This toolkit provided information on financing opportunities as well as in information on partners interested in the cultivation of green spaces and farming at the federal, state and local levels.

This is where the city of Pittsburgh steps into the narrative. The Hilltop Alliance, a nonprofit organization whose goal, according to its website, is to "preserve and create assets in the Hilltop community through collaboration and coordination of resources," is creating the Hilltop Urban Farm in St. Clair Village neighborhood.

The need for the organization to help the Hilltop community restore itself economically and nutritionally stems from the history of Pittsburgh's past urban planning. As intern and Duquesne international relations major Austin Schlechter explained, St. Clair was historically caught with the short straw.

"It was an eminent domain thing. What happened was [the United States government] basically gave a bunch of money to Pittsburgh and said, hey, you need to redevelop your housing, you need to provide housing because of the housing boom of the late '40s, early '50s," Schlechter said. This then led to property being taken away from people in St. Clair.

As a result of forcing a restructuring of the Hilltop neighborhoods, many unintended consequences occurred. Consequences, according to the Hilltop Homes and Operating Plan, like 80 percent of the St. Clair neighborhood population leaving the area since 1960 with no one to replace them.

In a way, establishing this Urban Farm is just righting a wrong made decades ago, even though at the time, many could not have predicted the consequences of redeveloping the city to create more housing.

The Hilltop Alliance isn't there to just build the farm, but to reestablish the community that was once flourishing there some decades ago. "[The St. Clair Neighborhood] really still just has a connection for people growing up there," Schlechter said. "So, I think it's important, not just to the kids, not just to Pittsburgh as a whole, but to these people specifically that we turn it into something decent again. Turn it into something that they think is worthy of what they grew up in. I think that's important to me, and I think it's an important goal to this program."

While there's nothing anyone can do to rectify the past 60 some years, the Hilltop Urban Farm is an initiative with the goal to right those wrongs that have been overlooked for so long.

The Hilltop Farm and Housing Project is expected to bring grocers into the neighborhood, better the economy of the surrounding area as well as provide jobs and skill training to people in the area.

While the project is meant to address the nutritional need for the residents of St. Clair, the benefits are farther reaching for the city of Pittsburgh. The expected public benefits of this urban farm are far-reaching and include better anchoring to combat the "Landslide Prone" status of St. Clair, the creation of more storm water drainage to help prevent flooding and an increase to the city's overall air quality.

For those interested in getting involved with the Hilltop Urban Farm, it has a Facebook page and Instagram account with further information, as well as volunteer work days on April 14, May 5, June 9, July 14, Aug. 11, Sept. 15 and Oct. 15.
**Duquesne Briefs**

- Duquesne’s swimming & diving team will compete at the A-10 Championship from Feb. 14-17 in Geneva, Ohio, at SPIRE Institute. Duquesne enters the conference tournament with an 8-1 record in dual meets, including the meet and tally against A-10 competition.

- Following two consecutive second-place finishes at the A-10 Championships, the Dukes look to finally usurp Richmond, which has won the past seven A-10 titles and 15 of the last 16.

- Following Duquesne wins over Dayton and George Mason this past weekend, senior tennis player Kylie Isaccs was named the A-10 Women’s Tennis Player of the Week.

**Duquesne at Williams**

The Duquesne bowling team defended its Golden Bear Classic title over the weekend in State College, Pennsylvania, over the weekend. As a result of their strong individual performances, bowlers Megan Cook and Olivia Farwell received recognition from the Northeast Conference. Cook was named the NEC Bowler of the Week, while Farwell was named the NEC Rookie of the Week for the sixth time.

**National Briefs**

- Feb. 8 was a wild day in the NBA, as the league’s trade deadline spurred a number of trades. Cleveland was involved in many of the day’s blockbuster deals, sending Isaiah Thomas, Dwyane Wade, Jae Crowder and Derrick Rose packing, among others, and welcoming Jordan Clarkson, Larry Nance Jr., George Hill and Rodney Hood.

- While one Pittsburgh team lost a home winning streak recently in the Duquesne women’s basketball team, another streak is still running: Following a 6-3 win against Ottawa on Feb. 13, the Penguins have won nine straight games at PPG Paints Arena.

**This Week in Sports History**

- On Feb. 15, 1932, Eddie Eagan and the U.S. bobsled team won the gold medal at the Lake Placid Winter Olympics. 12 years earlier, Eagan won a gold medal in boxing during the 1928 Summer Olympics in Antwerp. He is the only person in history to win gold at both Games.

**Women’s soccer team hires new coach to staff**

Adam Lintner, sports editor

On Feb. 7, head women’s soccer coach Al Alvine announced that Erica Marshall, formerly an assistant coach at Bryant, has accepted the same position at Duquesne. The hiring comes months after two coaches from Alvine’s staff accepted positions elsewhere.

Former Duquesne associate head coach Brian Shrum left to become head coach at Youngstown State, and former assistant coach Ashley Magnura departed to D-III Dean College, where she has been named the new head coach of the Bulldogs. Marshall, an Upper St. Clair native, arrives at Duquesne following assistant coaching stops at Brown (2012-13), Towson (2014) and Bryant (2015-17). Marshall played collegiately at Towson as well, starting each of her four seasons on her way to compiling 55 points in her career.

In 2011, she played her lone professional season with the ASA Chesapeake Chapter of the Women’s Premier Soccer League before beginning her coaching career at Brown.

“I am thrilled to add a coach of Erica’s caliber to our women’s soccer staff,” Alvine said in a press release on Feb. 7. “Her background as a player and a coach at the Division I level will be a tremendous resource for our student-athletes.

“Erica’s passion for developing players and teams on and off the field is something that has already impacted our program,” Alvine continued. “I’m excited to see how her positive influence impacts our program in both the short and long term.”

Following an 11-6-3 campaign that saw the Dukes fall in overtime in the Atlantic 10 semifinals to eventual A-10 champion La Salle, Duquesne will look to compete in the A-10 with a strong cast of returning players in 2018. Missing among them, though, is 2017 A-10 Midfielder of the Year Linnea Facenda, who will graduate this spring. Facenda finished this past season with a team-leading seven assists to go along with five goals.

It remains to be seen, however, as to whether changes in leadership positions affect the Dukes more than Facenda’s absence will. Regardless, Marshall is ready to tackle the task at hand.

“I can’t wait to start working with our current women’s soccer student-athletes as well as alumni of the program,” Marshall said in a press release.

**Several FBS transfers bolster incoming class**

Drew White, staff writer

Duquesne Dukes head football coach Jerry Schmitt announced two transfers to the program on Wednesday, Feb. 7. Among the new arrivals, arrivals at Duquesne follow the departure of graduate quarterback Aaron Faccenda last year at Pitt, following an 11-6-3 campaign that saw the Dukes fall in overtime in the Atlantic 10 semifinals to eventual A-10 champion La Salle, Duquesne will look to compete in the A-10 with a strong cast of returning players in 2018. Missing among them, though, is 2017 A-10 Midfielder of the Year Linnea Facenda, who will graduate this spring. Facenda finished this past season with a team-leading seven assists to go along with five goals.

It remains to be seen, however, as to whether changes in leadership positions affect the Dukes more than Facenda’s absence will. Regardless, Marshall is ready to tackle the task at hand.

“I can’t wait to start working with our current women’s soccer student-athletes as well as alumni of the program,” Marshall said in a press release.

**A-10 MBB Standings — Top 10**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Conf.</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Streak</th>
<th>Next</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dayton</td>
<td>13-0</td>
<td>20-4</td>
<td>W4</td>
<td>Feb. 18 vs. Fordham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fordham</td>
<td>12-2</td>
<td>20-6</td>
<td>W3</td>
<td>Feb. 18 vs. Dayton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Duquesne *</td>
<td>10-2</td>
<td>20-5</td>
<td>L4</td>
<td>Feb. 14 vs. Saint Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>George Mason</td>
<td>9-3</td>
<td>16-7</td>
<td>W7</td>
<td>Feb. 14 vs. VCU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Saint Louis</td>
<td>8-4</td>
<td>14-11</td>
<td>W1</td>
<td>Feb. 14 vs. Duquesne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Richmond</td>
<td>7-5</td>
<td>13-12</td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>Feb. 14 vs. Saint Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Duquesne</td>
<td>7-7</td>
<td>12-6</td>
<td>W2</td>
<td>Feb. 14 vs. Davidson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Davidson *</td>
<td>7-7</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>W3</td>
<td>Feb. 14 vs. Saint Joe's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Richmond</td>
<td>7-7</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>W3</td>
<td>Feb. 14 vs. Bonaventure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>UMass *</td>
<td>7-9</td>
<td>11-14</td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>Feb. 14 at GWU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A-10 WBB Standings — Top 10**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Conf.</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Streak</th>
<th>Next</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dayton</td>
<td>13-0</td>
<td>20-4</td>
<td>W4</td>
<td>Feb. 18 vs. Fordham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fordham</td>
<td>12-2</td>
<td>20-6</td>
<td>W3</td>
<td>Feb. 18 vs. Dayton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Duquesne *</td>
<td>10-2</td>
<td>20-5</td>
<td>L4</td>
<td>Feb. 14 vs. Saint Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>George Mason</td>
<td>9-3</td>
<td>16-7</td>
<td>W7</td>
<td>Feb. 14 vs. VCU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Saint Louis</td>
<td>8-4</td>
<td>14-11</td>
<td>W1</td>
<td>Feb. 14 vs. Duquesne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Richmond</td>
<td>7-5</td>
<td>13-12</td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>Feb. 14 vs. Saint Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Duquesne</td>
<td>7-7</td>
<td>12-6</td>
<td>W2</td>
<td>Feb. 14 vs. Davidson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Davidson *</td>
<td>7-7</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>W3</td>
<td>Feb. 14 vs. Saint Joe's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Richmond</td>
<td>7-7</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>W3</td>
<td>Feb. 14 vs. Bonaventure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>UMass *</td>
<td>7-9</td>
<td>11-14</td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>Feb. 14 at GWU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Richardson’s absence felt by listless women’s team in L

Just moments into the second half, Freshman swingman Ivan Raut, who led both teams with 25 points, hit two three-pointers before a minute had even elapsed in the half. Just like that, the “Raut’ was on.

Uncharacteristically, the Dukes were a sieve on defense, repeatedly giving up open three-pointers and good looks from the paint. The Rams took advantage, finishing the game with a season-high 59.5% of their three-point attempts.

Duquesne, on the other hand, finished with a season-low 31.7% shooting percentage. The only Duke who could get anything going was sophomore Kellon Taylor, who scored 13 points and went a perfect 5-of-5 from the field.

Dambrot attributed at least part of the backcourt’s poor performance to the defensive game plan of Fordham. Fordham defended using a scheme Dambrot referred to as “three-man total denial.” As Dambrot further explained, that means “three guys playing man-to-man and two guys playing zone.” Essentially, it is meant to neutralize dynamic perimeter players.

For a team driven by its guards, this strategy can be quite problematic. The Dukes, who rely heavily on the play of their backcourt for scoring their points, experienced this issue firsthand against the Rams.

As Dambrot said, Fordham took “our strengths away.”

Even with that, it is still hard to understand how Duquesne fell by 23 against a team it defeated by the same margin back in January. Fordham nearly doubled its point total from that game, which it lost 64-41 on Jan. 6.

A loss like this, especially at this point in the season, is difficult to swallow. Duquesne fans should follow Dambrot’s advice to “take the good with the bad in life.”

It may be frustrating to watch the Rams struggle to find their way, but based on what we have seen from Dambrot and his team, there is still plenty of reason to be excited for Duquesne’s future in the landscape of college basketball.

Duquesne will return to action on Saturday, Feb. 17, at 6 p.m. at Saint Joseph’s (10-14, 5-7 A-10).
The Duke's Music delves into pieces from Vienna

Joshua Martin
staff writer

The Duke's Music, a campus Baroque group, is returning with its second performance on Friday, Feb. 16. This time, the group will take music originating from Vienna, Austria.

"Because of its wealth, power and central location in Europe, Vienna attracted some of the best musicians from all over Europe," said Paul Miller, who earned his Ph.D. from the Eastman School of Music. Miller is a music theorist and founded the group.

The Duke's Music remains dedicated to playing pieces from the time period of Marquis Michel-Angel Duquesne de Menneville, the university's namesake. As a high-ranking officer in the French military, Duquesne would have likely been familiar with much of the music that converged in Vienna in the 18th century.

"Certainly Duquesne was familiar with the style of this music, if not the pieces themselves. He would have been able to easily recognize pieces in the Italian, French or German style," Miller said. He noted that for a military officer, knowledge of this music was absolutely integral to the basic education. The program will include music composed by native Austrians as well as music written by composers who immigrated to Vienna. As with the group's previous performance, one of its goals is to showcase different examples of the diverse array of styles of the time. As Miller put it, "The style of Viennese music in the Baroque was an eclectic combination of the best styles of the day from all over Europe."

The first composition featured will be a portion of "Fideliciunum Sacro-Profanum," a piece by composer Heinrich Biber. Working largely out of Salzburg, Austria, Biber was renowned for his style that utilizes fast and dramatic changes in tempo and dynamic. The program will continue with two Italian composers.

"Antonio Bertali and Pietro Andrea Ziani represent the Italian style," Miller said. "They brought opera and instrumental music with them to Vienna."

One of the pieces is anonymously written, a composition played solo by Miller, who explained, "This manuscript was only just discovered in 2013 in a Benedictine abbey about an hour's drive from Vienna." It is likely that Miller's performance of the piece will be the first in the U.S.

The instrument used in this piece, the viola d'amore, is a new addition to the group. It incorporates resonating strings, which ring and reverberate when sounded. Miller believes that the viola d'amore "is not easy to play because the strings are tuned according to the key you're in, so the fingerings change from piece to piece."

Within the program, the music of France will be represented by Georg Muffat, a widely beloved composer who introduced the French style of composition to much of Europe. The performance will conclude with "Harmonia à 5," a piece by Johann Heinrich Schmelzer, another Austrian native who achieved nobility through his support from Emperor Leopold I.

The group is welcoming back Patricia Halverson and Justin Wallace on viola da gamba and harpsichord, respectively. Miller is honored to include new members as well: Australian violinist Tobias Ochsman, Chinese violinist Youngang Wang and Austrian native violinist Stephen Weiss.

"Having advanced graduate students work with us is the ultimate goal of the group," Miller said of the new members.

Miller believes the group is uniquely well-equipped to perform the pieces in the program. "This is the only group of its type in the entire region," Miller said. "Because we have four upper string parts, we can do some of the most magnificent music written in the period."

The performance will be held in the Dr. Thomas D. Pappert Center for Performance and Innovation in the Mary Pappert School of Music on Feb. 16 at 7:30 p.m. Admission cost is $10.

Black Panther
Feb. 16

The next, highly-anticipated Marvel movie, Black Panther, has received rave reviews. This story follows the Black Panther as he tries to prevent Wakanda from being dragged into a world war.

Early Man
Feb. 16

Universal Pictures takes a look at prehistoric civilization in this stop-motion comedy. Rated PG. Early Man is geared to a younger and family audience.

Freed soundtrack submits to disappointment

Nicolas Jozefczyk
ake editor

I n a post-Loud world, one already blessed with Rihanna's infamous battlecry, "Chains and whips excite me," the assumption that the soundtrack for an S&M movie would live to embody a similar spirit of raunchiness would be a foregone conclusion. Sadly, that is not the case.

Released on Feb. 9, Fifty Shades Freed is an amalgamation of different styles that do not flow smoothly between each other. The album cannot commit to one style or tone, existing as it were in a constant state of genre-identity crisis.

The jarring mix creates a constant feeling of jumping between emotions. This sporadic sound is apparent just within the first three tracks. "Capital Letters" and "For You" are obviously within the first three tracks. "Capital Letters" is a seductive song. From being drowned into a world war.

The track "Big Spender" embodies the basic version of "Maybe I'm Amazed," originally by Paul McCartney. Worsening this problem is the inclusion of "Love Me Like You Do" by Ellie Goulding. Does that title sound familiar? Well, that's because originally released as a single off the Fifty Shades of Grey soundtrack on Jan. 7, 2015. Three years ago. Yes, it is a good piece, but it is an unnecessary addition to Freed just to increase its number of songs and potentially to capitalize on people's fondness of the track.

The only redeeming quality of this soundtrack is when it shines with moments of soul and engaging softness. Julia Michaels, one of the Best New Artist nominees at the Grammys this year, shows this passion best with "Heaven." Her vocals in this track are airy and easily grab the listener's attention. These almost whisper-like verses, coupled with very simplistic instrumentation, form a haunting, seductive song.

Just to be clear, however, Freed is a disappointment. It feels thrown together without any care of how to structure music so each song follows from one to the next. At most, consider listening to one or two songs here, but if you are interested in listening to Freed in its entirety, use a streaming service.

"We Are..."

Noah Cyrus and MØ take an existential look at the passiveness of our current society in this upbeat and catchy track. From being followed by only living for money, "We Are..." expertly presents our current downfall.

— Nicolas Jozefczyk
Diversity isn’t tokenism, it’s a necessity

ZACH LANDAU
editor-in-chief

As announced on Twitter yesterday, South Korean player Kim “Geguri” Se-yeon will be signed to the Shanghai Dragons. Not only does this mark a significant nab for the Dragons, who are currently dead last in the Overwatch League (OWL), but also for Se-yeon, who will be the one of the first female players in this section of the esports scene.

That’s right. The first — and so far only — female player in the entire league of more than 100.

Geguri has requested to be left out of discussions about gender inclusivity and the League, and I will respect that to an extent. However, her story is a bit unnerving for a number of reasons, namely its vagueness and its implications.

I understand why she would like to be left out of this discourse. Gender politics in gaming, if you don’t know, can be heated, and by heated, I mean people have fled their homes for fear of being attacked. I’m serious. People’s lives are marred over the topic, and for a player to ask to stay out of this discussion is understandable.

There’s also the extra scrutiny that Geguri would be under. Houston Outlaws player Jake “JAKE” Lyon accurately stated that any female player hired would face an uphill climb for acceptance.

“People would always be doubting, always be judging,” JAKE stated.

Not only that, but I understand the “I’m a player first” attitude Geguri seems to have. She may not want to be pigeonholed into being the female OWL player or for her only accomplishment being the first to break the glass ceiling for the League. I get that. I personally know professional women who feel like they have to compete not only for respect in their fields, but against the assumptions they face because of their gender.

However, none of this would be a problem, none of this would be an issue, if the Overwatch community wasn’t so virulently spiteful against women in the first place. Whenever the (justified) criticisms came out against OWL teams not signing any women, the community was up in arms instantly.

“They aren’t good enough!”

“You’re picked because of your skill! Not your gender!”

“Teams are built on merit!”

And so on.

These sound like valid complaints on the surface. However, take a closer look, and they immediately begin to fall apart.

First, Geguri is great at Overwatch, so much so that she had to record herself playing the game to dispel accusations of cheating (which were definitely not gender-based) (note the sarcasm). She’s also one of the best players in South Korea, which is where top players are predominantly coming from. Being Top 10 in the ladder there is a huge demonstration of skill, even more so if you top it completely. Which Geguri did.

Also, quick aside: I find it hysterical that the children whining about skill would be wrecked by Geguri. But anyway.

Accusations that she, or any highly skilled female player, weren’t good enough to be hired are flagrantly false regardless, as team owners admitted that they hired players for reasons other than skill. During a QA session, the Outlaws addressed language barriers and co-ed housing as issues in hiring female players on top of the aforementioned scrutiny they would face.

These are ridiculous, obviously. The Dragons have a language barrier to overcome as well, but that isn’t stopping them from signing on Koreans to a Chinese team, and public school teachers somehow manage to get co-ed housing for overnight field trips, no bother.

There is definitely an anxiety over hiring female players, however, that the Outlaws’ statements don’t address. Despite being honest about the problem, the team seems incapable of recognizing their contributions to perpetuating the fear of hiring women to esports teams. The Outlaws, and every other team in the League, would not have to justify hiring female teammates if they just brought them on in the first place. It’s a self-made dilemma that is slowly being addressed, but the fact it has to be addressed is just ridiculous.

But maybe you don’t care about basic human dignity, as I’m sure 90 percent of the men reading this and foaming at the mouth are. I wouldn’t be surprised; if I’ve learned one thing during the past few years, it’s that diversity isn’t valuable in and of itself in the manosphere, and there must be a tangible impact on the lives of men before they begin to care. Fine, fair enough. Most people don’t actually engage on a significant discussion of leftist issues in their lives, and to redress that, I want to use OWL’s diversity problem to highlight why inclusion is so important.

To that end, let’s talk Mercy.

To the uninitiated, Mercy is a support hero (character) in Overwatch and represented an easy-but-useful role in the roster. Her main ability — a single-target healing beam — doesn’t require much technical skill, but when combined with certain characters and her other abilities, Mercy can be a critical pick that can easily turn the tide of battle at higher levels of play. Critical to her kit was her Resurrection ability, a powerful tool that would revolve fallen allies to full health in a certain radius.

Over the past few months, Resurrection was switched out in a game with Valkyrie — in essence, an ability that takes Mercy’s base kit and turns it up to 11. The change was ridiculed by some fans for not only removing one of the most iconic lines from the game (a triumphant “Heroes never die!”), but also turning what is meant to be an entry-level character that teaches the basics of the game to a standard pick. Suddenly, new players were thrust into the center stage and forced to endure the pressure of carrying teams. I know for myself I would hesitate to suggest Mercy as a new player’s first pick. They would be under a lot of negative pressure to perfect a character that, despite assumptions, actually requires a high level of skill to play effectively.

Why would Blizzard make such a change to easily the one of the most iconic heroes in the game? Well, as game director Jeff Kaplan explained, the development team looks for feedback from professional players. Mercy’s rework was the result of teams and OWL participants (who later admitted that they don’t like the character anyway and would like to see her removed from the game entirely) being moaning the hero who was particularly designed not to appeal to them.

Couples with Mercy changes were changes to Junkrat, a character that basically is almost the definition of spray-and-pray. His kit was buffed to deal ridiculous amounts of damage in mere seconds, turning him into an absolute nightmare for lower-skilled players. Other characters — such as Symmetra, D.Va and Ana — received buffs as well, turning the entire game’s balance on its head. There was such a wave of damage being dealt that healers were proving more and more ineffective. An outcry for another to be added to the roster was made and heard, as the newcomer Moira was created specifically to meet this need.

All of these changes were the results of pro Overwatch players’ demands, and it’s hard not to see why having a league composed entirely of men created such a disaster. Listening to interviews, it is clear that these players value two things above all else: skill and damage. If a hero wasn’t chosen by them, their damage was boosted. Mercy, who could undo all of that damage instantly, was therefore changed to fit this attitude. Her Resurrection required “no skill,” according to these players who blissfully ignored the fact that it does take a lot of skill to properly position Mercy in a fight and that there are plenty of other characters that require “no skill” as well. The difference between Mercy and the likes of Doomfist or McCree? Mercy’s “skilllessness” is supportive, unlike the other characters who all have insta-kill abilities.

Do you see what I’m getting at here? If you have a homogenous group dictating the direction of the game, then of course there going to be problems. Because the Overwatch team was so preoccupied with meeting the needs of the all-male OWL, they left out the voices of people who could offer a different perspective — one that may value supporting roles (which, by the way, are coded-female, but that’s a whole other topic). The result was a game that was dominated by imbalance and disgruntled fans that had to suffer through changes meant to please an unrepresentative minority.

And that’s why diversity is important. The inclusion of female players in the OWL is not just a matter of tokenism or whatever made up fantasy manchildren are whining about today, but an active necessity for the health of a project. If more female players were part of the discussion, were on the ground floor of those changes, perhaps we wouldn’t have seen a nearly six-month-long coup over one character. Sure, maybe Geguri wouldn’t agree, and I’m not saying she would. If this piece ever winds up on her screen, I apologize for bringing her into this conversation against her wishes.

What I am saying, however, is that this conversation has to happen. Over 100 players and not a single one of them were women. What is being left off the table when we just allow that to happen? Whatever those answers might be,
DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS:

Need a ride home?

BreakShuttle makes it easy to save time and money and avoid the hassle of getting home by providing DIRECT, SAFE and AFFORDABLE rides during breaks.

www.BreakShuttle.com

Available Spring Break 2018 with trips to Harrisburg and King of Prussia!

Visit brk.sh/go-duquesne to sign up today!
Fellowship offers artist showcase

WILSON — from page 2

“There are more artists than opportunities in Pittsburgh,” Ellis said. “The August Wilson Fellowship is a way to showcase these artists and support them with scholarly research and programs.”

For the first several years, the founders of the fellowship only plan to sustain the program. Afterwards, they will look towards expanding it, in regard to both the number of fellows and the type of work they will do. The founders of the program plan to keep art the main focus of the fellowship, seeing as it was the defining legacy of Wilson’s life.

For Hire
lexicon, Duquesne’s Literary and Arts journal, is looking for an Editor-in-Chief starting in the Fall of 2018. Some responsibilities include editing, budgeting, and managing editorial staff. Layout experience is a plus. Please send a cover letter and resume to friedj@duq.edu.

For Hire
Join KEYS Service Corps, AmeriCorps this January. Mentor, tutor, and inspire local youth. Full and part-time paid positions with Education Award. Perfect for December grads! Possible internship credit. Apply at www.keys-servicecorps.org or call 412-350-2739.

For Hire
Wanted: Editor-in-Chief for The D.U.Quark, Duquesne’s student-run science journal, for the 2018-2019 school year. The leadership position entails setting the agenda for the journal, running meetings, facilitating the peer-review process, and identifying opportunities for the journal to grow and engage with the Duquesne community. Please visit www.duquark.com for a look at the work that the journal does. The position is unpaid. If you are interested, please contact kluevsekk@duq.edu with your cover letter and CV by Friday, Feb. 23rd.

For Hire
Looking For A Great Job? Comfort Keepers, a Post-Gazette Top Workplace, is seeking caring individuals. Our caregivers work alongside seniors to provide companionship, light housekeeping, errands and personal care. Flexible hours and days available. Call us: (412) 363-5500

For Rent
2, 3 & 4 BR Apts. - SS Flats: 2 BR 2/3rd Flrs June 1 $950; 3 BR 2/3rd Flrs Aug. 1 $1,350; 4 BR House Aug. 1 $1,800 Call Ralph 412-965-2231

Correction from the Feb. 8 issue page 6. The August Wilson Center was said to be owned by the Pittsburgh Cultural Trust. It is an independent organization owned by the African American Cultural Center.

Discover Europe.

Nonstop Pittsburgh to Frankfurt, Germany and Beyond.
Flights begin May 18th on Mondays, Wednesday and Fridays.